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A project about the relationship between the place where one lives and 
the experience of “feeling at home “. How can a temporary residence be 
transformed from merely a functional space into a familiar place?

Shifting between living places has become a 
common routine for many people all over the 
world. People move from rural areas to the 
cities and within the cities to pursue work 
opportunities and dreams. Some people on 
the other hand move only temporarily, often 
during education and project employment, 
which is usually a period of few years. 
During this period people tend to visit 
their homes a few times a year, often for 
a couple of days or during longer holidays. 
These circumstances can make it hard to 
really feel at home anywhere, mentally and 
physically. 

A collection of three objects with individual 
function were designed to make it easier for 
people with dual residency to feel at home 
in a new temporary place. These objects 
are designed as independent furniture 
that function as a sidetable, a stool, and a 
circular pad that could be used as a backrest 
or as a soft cushion to sit on during social 
gatherings. When the sidetable or stool are 
available together with the circular pad, an 
additional function could be created. The 
triangular sidetable acts as a support for 
the circular pad if an 18° recommended 

tilting angle is desired. When a backrest 
is needed for the stool, you can just tilt 
the circular pad against a wall and put 
the stool in front of it. In a home where  
one member need to move to a new place 
for a temporary period, one or two objects 
could be taken with instead of buying new 
objects. This also provides the person that 
has dual residency, with objects that “carry” 
memories from home, making it easier to 
get accustomed to the new surroundings, 
both physically and mentally. The objects 
that stay at home and the objects that 
move creates a sense of continuity. When 
returning home after months or years, all 
objects could be brought back to the home 
and exist in harmony.
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